January, 2015

Dear Doctor,
We, at RTD, have been informed that you have visited the Dental Tribune Study Club site,
and have viewed one or more of the three webinar presentations that we have
sponsored for your education and convenience.
If you were not aware that there are three segments, they are described below, along
with the links to view the ones that you have not seen.

Part 1 features Dr/Professor Marco Ferrari showing clinical evidence of
the long-term benefits of placing a Quartz fiber-reinforced post, versus
metallic posts or composite alone, without a post. The contribution of
the amount of remaining tooth structure is also assessed.
http://www.dtstudyclub.com/State-of-the-art-on-reconstruction-ofendodontically-treated-teeth-1925.html#.VDZ7LMf0s5O

Part 2 offers in-depth analysis, by Dr./Professor Leendert (Len) Boksman
of the abundance of published in-vitro and clinical evidence that points
to the possibility of actually reinforcing endodontically-treated teeth,
using fiber posts and appropriate cementation/bonding procedures.
Discussion of the relative value of different test protocols is included.
http://www.dtstudyclub.com/Do-Quartz-Fiber-Posts-Actually-ReinforceCompromised-Endodontically-Treated-Teeth*qm*-Evaluating-theLiterature-1938.html#.VDZ7Kcf0s5M

Part 3 offers Dr/Professor Alejandro Bertoldi Hepburn, describing clinical
techniques for restoring endodontically- treated teeth with large,
irregularly-shaped canals using materials with mechanical properties
matching those of natural tooth structure, and a rationale for
distinguishing between those materials.
http://www.dtstudyclub.com/Treating-the-oddly-shaped-canal1936.html#.VDZ7J8f0s5M

In the course of the three-part series, these distinguished researchers and clinicians
mention and demonstrate a number of products being used and tested; many of those
are made by RTD, and are available through RTD's network of distributors in over 100

countries.
It is our hope, that after viewing the webinar segments, if you are inclined to investigate
the specific attributes of RTD products such as:
D.T. Light-Post® Illusion® X-RO®,
Macro-Lock Post® Illusion X-RO,
Fibercone® Accessory Posts,
Corecem® dual-purpose resin or
Quartz Splint® Reinforcement Fibers
The easiest way to obtain these details is in the RTD website: www.rtddental.com. At this
main sight Home Page you can switch tom the espanol site very easily.
In addition to Product specifications, packaging options and Step-By-Step Clinical Cases,
there is also access to videos.
At the website there is also an option to open the world map, and identify the authorized
RTD distributor close to you.
Sincerely,

Pierre-Luc Reynaud
RTD

RTD, 3 Rue Louis Neel, TECHNOPARC, ESPACE GAVANIERE, SAINT
EGREVE, 38120 France
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